TIPS & TRICKS
1. Hold the Cameras Horizontally
THIS IS REALLY IMPORTANT!!! You need to hold the cameras sideways (as per the sticker
on the camera) otherwise the footage will be a vertical strip in the middle of your TV and
therefore unusable. TV’s need a landscape picture. If you give them a
portrait picture we will not be able to use the footage.
HOLD YOUR CAMERA SIDEWAYS!!!!!

2. Check Your Cameras Are Working
As soon as your cameras arrive in the post, make sure that they are
working.There shouldn’t be any problems as we check them before
dispatching. If you check them on the day of arrival it will give us a
chance to get a replacement out to you in time!

3. Charging Your Cameras
Your cameras will come fully charged. If you do find that you want to give
them an extra charge throughout the wedding day you can plug them into
any USB point (Computer/Laptop). Just flip out the USB arm and plug in no cables needed!

4. Low Light
These cameras work better when there is enough light around. Try to stick
to finding the light!

5. Keeping The Shot Steady (The 6 Second Rule)
Try to keep each shot as steady as possible and hold the camera in 1
position for at least 6 seconds before changing position.

6. Don’t Change The Settings
The settings on the cameras are optimised for what we require when we edit. Please do not
change these settings as it may have an impact on the quality of your final video. The only
buttons you should need to press are the Power Button and the Record Button. Please feel
free to email us or call us if you have any questions on how to operate the cameras.

7. Shoot The Details
Try to shoot as many detail shots as possible ie: Brides Shoes, Table
Decorations, Wedding cake etc. The more interesting shots you get... the
prettier your wedding video will be!

8. Don’t forget to video the Bride & Groom
This one may sound silly but you would be amazed how many people
forget to take lots of video of the Bride & Groom. Perhaps they feel in the
way or simply get carried away videoing their other friends. Who
knows?! To get a really great wedding video, we must have lots of
coverage of the happy couple! Please don’t forget!

9. Don’t Cover the Microphone!!
There is a small microphone on the front of the camera (the same side as the lens). Make
sure you don’t cover it with your finger, especially for speeches and the ceremony. If you do
then the sound may be unusable and we won’t be able to use the footage.

10. Get Mini Interviews
Try to get mini interviews of various people throughout the day. The
cameras record audio so try to get key people to talk about the day and
what they are up to.

11. Avoid shooting too much of the same thing
Try to capture highlights of the day rather than using up all of the
memory with one thing. ie: filming the whole of the ceremony or
filming all of the speeches. You ideally want clips throughout the
whole day. Key moments like the first dance, cutting of the cake etc
are all brilliant to have.

12. Recorded Delivery Return Postage
When returning the cameras, make sure to send them recorded
delivery. They will be full of all of your magical memories so we
wouldn’t want them getting lost in the post!

13. Recommend us to Family & Friends
Pass on your video link & recommend us to family & friends. We hope you’ve enjoyed your
Edit Your Wedding Experience :)
http://www.edityourwedding.com
@EditYourWedding

